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*atabalipa
It is more suitable Atawalipa.  It means happy belly, happy entrail, cheerful heart.  Happy, cheerful.  It can also mean
warrior or happy rooster.  If so, the latter would indicate that it is a deformation of the name of Atahualpa, the Inca
sovereign, as Manuel insinuates.

*saracay &#40;sara-cay&#41;
It means corn planting, corn, corn.  Etymologically place where there is corn.  Sarakay.

alba, alwa*
It is more indicated alwa or allwa.  It means going up, bidding, battling.  Shuttle, part of the fabric that serves for knitting. 
It's equal to kumana.

allpa
Solid part from the planet, Earth, soil, cultivated land and culture.

alpa
Alpa or allp'a in Cayambi language means soil, ground, terrain, ground surface.

anchui
It is more indicated anchuy or anchhuy.  It means in Cayambi language to turn away, go, retweet.

aña quitu
It means Plateau of Quito.  Hanan Kitu is also used.  Ancestral and religious place.  Plain of Quito . 

apangora, apangura &#40;apa-angura&#41;
I think they ask for apanqura (or apangura), If so, in Cayambi language means crab ( animal).

ashanga
Ashanga in language Cayambi means offering, tribute, gift.  It is also a Festival and a dance of offerings to the Virgin.

auyu
is more indicated awyu.  It means howl, pitiful bark of a dog or a wolf.

awanu
Awana or awanu in Cayambi means loom, fabric making machine. 

bura
It is the name of a wasteland plant, which has medicinal and textile uses.  It is used to dye fabrics or also as an antibiotic
(it is quite effective).  It is also called St. John's wort, moor rosemary or rosemary.  Its scientific name is Hypericum
saricifolium and belongs to the family Hypericaceae.



cachi , kachi
In language Cayambi, means salt (chemical compound), sodium chloride.

cachipuendo,
Mean nitrate, salt seller.  A person who trades with the salt.   Person who sells or trades of sodium chloride.  It is a
surname in Ecuador.  Agustín Cachipuendo is the name of the President of the Cayambi Pueblo (Kayambi).

cahuas
The indicated word is kawa.  In Cayambi language it means skein of thread. 

camba
It means calentano, of hot earth.  He was born in tropical or hot land.   It is not from the mountain range or cold land. 

camba huasi
It means party at home, joy at home.  Name of an Ecuadorian folk song in sanjuanito rhythm.  Name of an Ecuadorian
Andean musical group. 

cambá
It can mean stream, stream of water, ravine, river.

caqui, kaqui, caaque
It is a color very similar to light cream or sand color.  Color used in some military uniforms. 

chaco, chacu
Agreement between several people to catch some animal.  Hunting rodeo.

chama
Achira flour bread.  It also means joy, jubilation, fuss.

chapo, chapu
It means wet, wet, trapped, ensoped. 

chaqui
Chaqui or chaki, in language Caranqui, means foot.

chaquiñan &#40;chaqui-ñan&#41;
It means lame, without a foot or without a paw.

charijayac
Charijayac in Cayambi means noble, noble, noble character.

chaucha



Chaucha means birth, origin, beginning, beginning.  Chawchu is also used.

chaupi
It is a word that means No more, no more, up to here, it is enough.

chawar
It is a word which in language Cayambi means soft, soaked, desleído.

chawchu
In Cayambi language it means origin, beginning, beginning, origin, birth, genesis. 

chimbo, chimbu
It means halo, crown, halo, arrebol.  It can also mean scar, signal, wrinkle.

chipitxi
Chipitxi or chiphtshi, means fulgurar, shine, shine.

chiquinquira &#40;chiquin-quira&#41;
The correct term is Chiquinquirá, with final tilde.  It is the name of a Colombian city that belongs to the Department of
Boyacá.  In the Muisca language it means swampy and cloudy terrain.  In Colombia it is a woman's name. 

chiriacu
Name of a lagoon in Ecuador, located in Tabacundo, Pichincha Province.  It is also called Laguna Chiquita.  Name of a
neighborhood in Quito .  Waters of the Shiri or Shyri (Name of a creek in that sector). 

chocho, chuchu
In language Cayambi, it means teta, mammary gland, breast, breast.

cholan, chulan
No names used in southern Colombia and ecuador for a tree.  In Colombia it is also called chicalá or quillocto.  Its
scientific name is Tecoma stans and it belongs to the Family Bignoniaceae.  It has yellow flowers. 

chuculi
The most suitable term is chukuli or chukulli .  It means headdress, headband or tiara that women wear on their heads
as an ornament.  It was a symbol of nobility among The Inca culture.

chugá
Play is the name of a parish of the Pimampiro Canton in the province of Imbabura in Ecuador, is also a surname of
Indian origin.  Interestingly the first indigenous settlers were Caribbean roots.  The Word as such means friend, brother,
relative.

chulca
It can mean debt, loan, usury.  Chulquero is a lender.  usurer.  Hard, strong, tough. 



chuma, chumay
It means tasteless, bland, simple.

chumbi
In Cayambi language means belt, sash, strap.

chuqui
It means hard, tough, consistent.  Launches, cane, weapon to defend themselves.

colca, kolka
They want to tell, barn, silo, warehouse.  Site to store grain.  Qolqa.

coro, curu*
Curu , kuru or khuru in Cayambi language means worm, earthworm.

cotona, cutuna
It means thick cloth shirt, jacket.  It has long sleeves. 

cotopaxi
It means throat burning, irritated, or inflamed or swollen neck.

coyago, cuyagu &#40;cuy-agu&#41;*
Also Qollagu.  It means coming from the Highlands, in the South of Cuzco.  That comes from Qolla, which is South of
Cuzco, capital of the Empire.  Qollasuyu, Kulla.  In the South of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, Coyagu or
Coyago is a surname of Indian origin.

cucayo
It is more suitable Kukayu.  It means supply of coke for mambear, coke to take on the trip or for the road.  Coke ration
for the trip, the road or for the day or day of work.  By extension, it is already used to point to the commissive or supplies
.  Meccato, food of the day laborer.

cucho, cuchu
Kuchu in Cayambi language means cut, cut, cut, wound.

culca
It is more suitable Chullpa.  It means grave, sarcophagus. 

cununo
Kunununu or kununu means tremor, noise from the ground when going to tremble.  Vibration of the ground when moving
the Earth.  Rumbido, noise from the ground when it thunders or the very strong wind blows.  Rumble.

cuzco, qosqo*
Also qusqu.  In Quechua language means bedding, bed.  Dry bottom of a lagoon.



fuya fuya
It means cloudy, cloud-covered.  It's always covered in clouds.  It is the name of a Volcanic Hill in Ecuador.  The word
derives from fuyu in Quechua which means cloud. 

guacán
It is a word of the Caranqui language that means soul, spirit, soul.  It can also mean face, face, face.  Huacan or wakan
are also used.  In Ecuador it is also a surname of indigenous origin. 

guacta, huacta
In Ecuador it means altar, table for rituals.  They also say huacta.  It is the Cayambi language.  ARA, sideboard, shrine.

guamani, huamani, wamani*
In Cayambi language means sternum, chest bone.  Bone that binds the ribs, keel.

guambu, huambu
It means boat, boat, boat. 

guangu
Guangu (wanq'u, wallu, wallurisqa), is a word in Cayambi which means without ear, desorejado.

guañuna, huañuna, wañuna*
It is a word that in language Cayambi means temple, including upper part between the ear and the eye.  Very delicate
area of the head.

guasgua*
In Ecuador it is a surname of indigenous origin.  It means little boy or girl, baby.

guayanay
It is most suitable wayanay.  It is a word of the Cayambi language, which means swallow (an insectivorous bird,
airplane)

huachiculca
It is an Ecuadorian surname of indigenous origin.  There is also Guachiculca.  It means the one who throws arrows or
darts.  There is also the surname in the department of Nariño, in Colombia. 

huachimania, guachimania &#40;guachi, huachi-mania&#41;
It is an Ecuadorianism that means watching, observing, being attentive.  The term is also used in many parts of
Colombia.  Work of the warden or watchdog ( guachiman ).  It is used even wachimania. 

huagra
It means in the tongue sweet tooth, glutton, glutton, which eats, much, that eats by gluttony.

huaita, guaita



It means flower, flowers, bouquet of flowers, bouquet.

hualu, walu
It is more suitable wallu.  It means dereolyce, it lacks an ear.

huambra
It means boy, young person, teenager, boy. 

huasicama
It was the name given to the Indian charge of dirty and hard to home work.

imba
In Colombia means person who dislikes bathing.  Dirty, slobby, pig, pork.

imbabura
It is the name of a volcano and a province in Ecuador.  In Caranqui it means Land of the golden steppes.  For some
authors it means land of sunset or the setting sun.  For others in Quechua it means Monte Mayor, Monte Padre or father
of the Montes.  Imbabura was the husband of Cotacachi (Name of another volcano in the same area). 

inchic
Inchic or better yet inchik, means peanut, legume plant of edible fruit.  Its scientific name is Arachis hypogea of the
Fabaceae family.  In Spanish it is also called peanut, caguate, peanut. 

inti ñan
It means via, road, path, route, trail which leads to the Sun.

japa
It's a cayambi Caranqui language word.  It means belching.  Burp action.

jirca
Jirca or better jirku, means newborn bird breeding.  Breeding without feathers, without feathering.

juchuy
Juchuy or better yet Huch' Oops, mean guy, small, often, Tanka, tanca, t'ustu.

kacharpay
It is a word in language Cayambi which means farewell.  Kacharpari.

kachi,cachi
In language Cayambi means salt (seasoning).

kala



It is a word of the Cayambi that means hard, stone, rock or quarry.  It can also mean bell.  K'alla, (which phonetically
sounds the same), means parrot, parakeet. 

kara
Kara or karu means paragraph, remote, distant, separated, distanced itself.

karanki
It is the name of an indigenous Ecuadorian people and the language they speak.  It's also called Cara.

ker
It means village, village, locality, site.  In English and Greek mythology Ker was the personification of violent or bloody
death.  It is equivalent in Roman mythology to Mors or Letus. 

khala
Khala or Khalla, in language Cayambi means wound, cleft, crack, crack, raja.

kitu
Kitu in Cayambi language is a small pigeon.  Bird similar to lovebird.  Quitu.

kolka
Kolka or qolqa, means warehouse, silo, barn.  Place to store harvested corn, beans, chuño or moraya.  Also was the
name they gave to the constellation of the Pleiades (seemed it a trail of beans or beads).

kururu
Also a type of sweet biscuit in Paraguay. 

kushi
It is a word that is the name of a domestic animal: pig, pig or pig.  Piglet, piglet. 

ku´ta, cuta
In Cayambi language means grinding, grinding.  Use a mill.

lican
It is more suitable Licán .  It means "Small stone" .  pebble.  It is the name of a parish in Ecuador.  It is located very close
to Riobamba. 

llantén
It is the name of a medicinal plant, also known as Plantago, lanten, gypsy girl, rabbit ear, hemp seed.  It belongs to the
family Plantaginaceae.  Its scientific name is Plantago major.  In Colombia is a surname of Indian origin.

lluqui
It is more indicated lluq'i or lluq'inchu .  It means left, left hand, left-handed.  He uses his left hand.  They may also be
asking for rain, which in this case means landslide, earth volcano, landslide by a lot of rain.  Avalanche.



machac
Machaq is more indicated.  It means drunk, alcoholic, beodo, drunk.  Fond of drinking. 

males,   malis, malliy
Malliy means to try, taste, eat.  Guastar, crave. 

manangón &#40;góna&#41;
In Caranqui is more suitable manankho or mananku .  It means you don't know, disabled, retarded.  In Ecuador it is also
a surname of indigenous origin.

mara
It is one of the common names given in Ecuador to the mahogany tree and its wood.  Its scientific name is Swietenia
macrophylla and belongs to the Meliaceaae family.  It also means rash on skin, hives, dermatitis.

masacuna
It is more indicated masakuna .  Sister-in-law , wife of a brother . 

mashas
It means idle women, women without job.  Also means drunk, intoxicated.

mayta
Name of the room inca.  They called him the melancholic.  Spouse of breast Tankariy.  He was a great warrior.  Mayta
or Mayta Qhapaq (Mayta Capac).

michinal
It means grass, grass, herbs for cattle.  Fodder.  It uses more michina.

micuna
MICUNA or better still mikhuna, in language Cayambi is eating, food, food.

minka
It means unpaid work, free work, compensation work or service that is provided without pay.  Mink'a is also valid. 

mishque
It's the same as misky.  In Caranqui language means sweet, honey-flavored. 

mismis
I think the question is for Mismiy.  If so, Mismiy in Cayambi language means to propagate, to cundir, to spread, to
contaminate.

mujan da
Mojanda, Mujanda or Mujanlda means where it is very cold.  Frozen, cold, ice cream.  It is the name of a volcano, a hill
and some lagoons in northern Ecuador. 



nata
Cream.  thick substance .   Potingue , ointment . 

nayon
It is the name of a Parish of the Canton of Quito in Ecuador (Santa Ana de Nayón).  There are two versions of the
meaning of Nayó.  1 .  According to Achilles Pérez : Araucano origin and means small corn, tickle.  2 .  According to
Fausto Chavez : Aerating , ventearse (Araucan origin) or meeting, assembly, meeting (Kichwa origin).  It is also the
name of an ancestral indigenous people, also known as Nayones. 

nina
It is a word which means Ember, fire, fire, candle flame.  It also means to say, speak.

nuna
It means soul, consciousness, soul, spirit.

ñahui
It is a word in language Cayambi, which means eye, view.  It is the name of a clinic of eye in Lima, Peru.

ñan
It is a word that means path, path, path.   Where I walk or walk. 

ñanpi &#40;ñan-pi&#41;
Ñampi is also used.  q1May meanwater path, water path, stream.  It is also one of the common names given to an
edible plant, also called taro, taro, pituca.  Its scientific name is Colocasia esculenta and it belongs to the Araceae
family. 

ñawi
Ñahui is also used.  It is a word that means eye, buttonhole.  It can also mean cleavage or perhaps word of honor. 

ñawpa, ñaupa
It is a word that means remote, ancient, past, previous (of the year of upa).  Very old . 

ñucanchi   llacta
It means our land, back to the earth, back to my land or my terroir.  It is the name of a typical dance of Ecuador. 

omoto
It can mean small, low, dwarf.  It is also the name of a small hill (Omoto onqo) used as an oratory in the Puna, opposite
Qespi Qanchis. 

oshota
It means quote, flip flop, espadrille.  Peasant woven footwear.

oyambaro



It means face, face, face, factions.  Oyambaro is the name of a town in Ecuador in the Province of Pichincha. 

oyambaro, uyambaru &#40;uya-amba-aru&#41;
It means face, face. 

paccha, phajcha
In Cayambi language means world, tempo, time period.  Universe, cosmos, space.

pacha
It means was, long period of time, epoch.  Time, space, earth, world, region.  Also God, blanket or cloth. 

paititi
It means El Dorado, City of Gold.  Sacred City of the Incas, located in the Amazon.  It was almost impossible to reach it,
according to legend as it was protected by many natural obstacles, including anacondas, piranhas and rivers of boiling
water (Shanay-timpishka).  Name of a Peruvian Amazonian river. 

palla
You mean adult woman, married woman, lady.  Lady of nobility among the Incas. 

paltaucu
Paltaukhu is more suitable.  It means seed or avocado pepa.  Inside the avocado. 

paxi, pacsi, phaxsi
In Caranqui language means Moon, earth's natural satellite.  Paqsi. 

picalqui &#40;pical-qui&#41;
I think they're asking for p'inqachiy.  If so it means embarrassing, grieving, blushing.

pilca*
Pillka or pillku may be more suitable.  It means red, red.

pilche, pilchi
It means totuma , Cup or pot made with the fruit of the tree of calabazo or totumo ( Cresentia cujete ).

pilco, pilku
Pillku, pillqo, mean nuanced of various colors, but there is one predominant.   .  It is black in the background and also
has many other colors.  It is also a surname.

pilco, pilku
It is a word in Cayambi which means red (color).  Pillku is also used.

pingo, pingu



The correct term is pinku.  It means roof ridge, ridge, ceiling beam. 

piqui
Piqui or piki, means flea.  Insect that bites, insect irritating (Pulex irritans).  Kuchakuchi,

pirca, pirka
It is a word that in Cayambi means stone wall, wall, near stone. 

pite, piti
You mean piece, piece, portion, fraction, part.

puca
It is a word of origin in the Cayambi language, which means round, or also seed, grain.  Colorado, is one of the common
names for a class of mites.  They are also called coquito yaya, piojito de cigarra, mojosa, coloradito, isango, chirote,
pinolillo, tlazahuate (which in Nahuatl derives from tlalzáhuatl, which means "scabies of the earth"), plows (in Mexico),
chivacoas belong to the Trombiculidae family. 

pucu
Pucu or pucu pucú is the name of a common bird of singing plaintive, very similar to the Turtle-Dove.  Other common
names like boco, bocoboco, little, pocopoco, snipe's Necklace, perdicita.  Its scientific name is Thinocorus orbygnianus
and belongs to the Thinocoridae family.  In language guarani pucu means long, long.  Isla Pucú the name of a city in
Paraguay, in the Department of Cordillera.  Itá Pucú is a monument of stone in Corrientes, Argentina and the name of a
river in the same sector.

puku
Repeated (puku puku) means perdicita, Snipe.  It is a very common bird name.

punchao
It means Great God, To Be Supreme.  In Peru it is the name of a town and a district of the Department of Huánuco. 

pushac
More appropriate is pusaq.  Means eight (number).  .

putuco
Putuco or putuka, in language Cayambi means drum, timbales.  Kind of drum.

puzun
It means stomach, belly, belly.  Ruminant's stomach. 

qallpa, calpa
Land left after harvest.  It especially refers to the land that remains after harvesting the potato. 

qara



It means cácara, outer cover of fruits.  Bark. 

qasa
It means frost, ice, snow, frozen by low temperature. 

quilico, quilicu
In Southern Colombia you mean goofy, silly.  It lets you be fooled very easily.  It is also a way to call it a common type of
kestrel or falcon.  It's a word of Quechua origin. 

quilla
It means idle, lazy, lazy.  That doesn't work.  laziness, laziness, laziness, idleness. 

rigra
Rikra is also used.  Means shoulder, arm.  As a measure of length, it is also breaststroke, brazada.

rocoto, rucutu &#40;rucu-tu&#41;
Name given to a variety of spicy chili pepper.  It is used as a seasoning. 

rucu
Mean adult, old, veteran mayor.

sacha
Sacha or sach'a, in the Cayambi language means tree, fruit tree.

samai
In language Cayambi, samai or samay, mean breathing, wheezing, take a breath.

shunga
It is more suitable chunka.  It's a cayambi language word meaning ten.  Number ten, fingers or toes. 

sinche, sinchi*
It can mean militiaman, soldier.  Also hard, wide, high, sumo grade, very. 

sucho, suchu
Suchu or sucho, in the Cayambi language means invalid feet, which cannot walk.

sumac
It means nice, sympathetic, exquisite, sexy, beautiful, beautiful, beautiful.  That I like.

sumak
Sumak or Sumaq in Cayambi language means good, healthy, that has a lot of kindness, kind.



supay
It means devil, devil, satan.  Spirit of evil.

taba
It's a word that means people, especially if it's old or ancient. 

tabango, tabangu &#40;taba-angu&#41;*
It means old, lord, old, wise.  An old man who knows he deserves respect.  Ancestor.  It is also a surname in Ecuador. 

tama
It means recua, group of animals, herd, offspring, troop, herd, herd.

tambo
The term tampu is more suitable.  It means Inn, Inn, room to spend the night or camping.

tandapi
It is the name of a small indigenous village, elevated to the category of Parish.  He has also had the names of Antonio
Ricaurte and Manuel Ignacio Cornejo Astorga.  It belongs to the Mejía Canton in the Province of Pichincha.  It is famous
for the devil's face sculpted on the rock on the mountain.  In its territory is located the Ninahuilca Volcano. 

ticti
Ticti or best tikti in language Cayambi means wart, wretched, tag, tumorcillo.

timbushca
It means soup, stew, stew, stew or pushero.  It is the name of a typical Ecuadorian dish, that can contain potato,
cabbage, beans, beans and meat.

titi
It means fat, heavy, obese.  Also lead, Tin.

tituaña
It is an Ecuadorian surname of indigenous origin.  It can be considered as meaning "which is foresighted, who is
foresighted, which prevents".  It could even prevent odor or bad.  .  .  .  . It is the surname of an Ecuadorian indigenous
leader named Auki Kanalma Tituaña Males (formerly known as Segundo Antonio Tituaña males).  He's considered a
pacifist. 

tucumán
You want to tell people of the border, people of the limit of the territory, who lives there far.  People far away, border,
boundary, the edge.

tufiño
It means cheerful, smiling.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of an Ecuadorian town in the Province of Carchi,
near Tulcán.  Surname of Ecuadorian geographer, called Luis Gonzalo Tufiño. 



tulca, tulqa
Tulca , tullqa or tullka means in the language Cayambi son-in-law (husband of the daughter).

tullpa
Tullpa, or simply tulpa, means fireplace, candela, makeshift Kitchen constructed with 3 stones, campfire.   Fire around
which the community gathers to do their rituals to the water or the ground.

tullpanchich
You mean excuse me, apologize for a mistake you made.  Tullpantay. 

tunta
It means Pope crushed or kneaded to preserve.  Mashed potatoes.  Also called moraya in Bolivia.  In Ecuador will also
say white chuño.

tuña
It means dress, costume, suit.   Clothing, attire, generally referred to that of women.  Clothing, women's clothing. 

tupana
It is the name of a river of Brazil, in the State of Amazonas, excellent for fishing.

tupi
Tupi means first, original, indigenous, native, Creole.  Original language spoken in the Amazon basin before the arrival
of the conquistadors.  Descendant of Tupi.  Brazilian.

tupo, tupu
It means needle or pin.  It also means measurement, measuring vessel. 

turucas
Turucas is a form of language Cayambi deer call.  In language Cayambi means deer, deer, guazos, fawns, soches,
tarucas and loaches.

t´inkana
It means prize, gift, gratitude, entertainment, recognition.  It is the name of a typical dance that is done in gratitude for
the abundant harvest. 

ullaguanga
It can mean meeting or assembly (meeting) of hens or also death round.  Name of a typical indigenous ancestral dance
in Ecuador.  Slow funeral dance. 

wallu
You mean no ear, no ears.

wallurisqa



The more appropriate term is wallusqa or wallusca.  It means without ears, desorejado or cropped ears.

wanka
It is a song dedicated to land and agricultural operations.

waña, guaña*
You mean sly.  It is a color of the skin, the color of wheat.  Something brown. 

warmi
It means female, female person, you spouse.

waya
Waya or best Walla, was the name of a pre-Inca tribe that inhabited the Qosqo Valley, which was conquered by the first
emperor inca (Manco Capac).  Want to tell us, us.

wiru
It is the same as the guiro.  Corn stalk, Canute.  Wind instrument made of a cane.

wuagra
The correct term is Waqra.  Waqra in quechua language means cacho, Horn, Horn.  It is also become lonely, sullen,
Misanthrope.

yacel , yachil, yatzil
I think they ask in for yakil (or yaquil).  If so, in Caranqui language means messenger, the one who carries message or
reason.

yacolla
Yacolla, or better yakuyay, it means in tongue Cayambi to melt, to soften by the heat (to liquefy).  It also means to
become tasteless, tasteless.

yaguar, yahuar, yawar
It means blood.  The name of the Ecuadorian Lake Yahuarcocha (Yaguarcocha) means Lake of blood, because of the
reddish color of its waters.

yana
In the Caranqui language it has several meaning.  It can mean slave, which depends on or is the absolute domain of
another.  It can also mean in love, garmentd.  Another meaning is blackness, black, black quality, black intensity. 

yanayacu &#40;yana-yacu&#41;
It can mean dark water or black water.  It is more suitable yanayuq.  It means master, owner, patron.  Chief of a slave or
servant.

yango, yangu



The correct term is yanco or yancu.  It means cool, new, recent.

yanuc
It is more suitable yanuq .  It means chef, cook, person who cooks the food. 

yapa
It means ñapa, bandage, encime .  Gift that the seller gives to the buyer to build loyalty.  Additional donation to a sale. 

yara
Name of a ritual or religious song.  Name of a plant.  It can also mean stake, mark, signal or wet.

yari
It means mostly, mainly, priority.  Mainly. 

yaruqui
Name of a locality in Ecuador.  It means village of old or old houses.  It is also a surname of indigenous origin in
Ecuador. 

yatchil
Name of locality in Ecuador .  It means village, old town, ancient settlement, hamlet. 

zaruma
It is the name of a canton of Ecuador means "Top of small mountain" or "Hill of gold", may still be considered as "Golden
or golden hair".  It is located in the province of El Oro in Ecuador.  The word comes from words ancestral as sara (corn)
and huma (head), that over time it was transforming.  Some say that it means COB gold, but in reality this is product of a
deformation of the word with the arrival of the Spaniards and the Association of corn (with yellow beads) and gold
nuggets that were produced in the nearby mines.  Let us also remember husks contain a hair Golden (of gold), so
zaruma, but only mean ear.

zuania
It is a woman's name used in the Caribbean area.  Name given to the area that in the Caribbean was ruled by an
Anacaona or an Iguanama. 

zumbambico
Zumbambico is a very tiny and very annoying mosquito that bites very hard, Midge, themselves.  By extension child very
foolish, very annoying, crybaby.  It is used in the South of Colombia.

  callana
Callana or Qallana is the vessel or stone base for grinding grains.  Basis of the qalla or calla (grinding stone).  It is also
an element similar to a pylon but smaller.


